
MC 3383
Spring 2009
M 3:30-6:15

Editing for Clear Communication

Instructor: Amber Willard Hinsley
Office hours: 2-3:30 p.m. and 6:15-6:45 p.m. Mondays; other times by appointment; Old Main 236D 
Contact info: awillard@txstate.edu; (818) 359-0193 cell

Course description
Students in Editing for Clear Communication will learn to be effective editors for media publications. Media 
publications include newspapers, magazines, news releases, press kits, newsletters, brochures, reports and other 
printed materials. Many of these materials may also be published online. Copy editors work with information 
written by other people, often reporters and other colleagues. Almost all of the material we will evaluate in 
this course was written by someone else, but you will be required to write and/or synthesize some information.  
Students will learn the importance of consistency, accuracy and adhering to organizational style. In addition, 
students will learn proper grammar and punctuation, and headline writing.

Objectives
Students in this course will learn how to:
• correct grammar, punctuation, spelling, word usage and Associated Press style errors
• identify missing information in material and find that information
• use copy editing symbols
• develop sound news judgment
• write headlines, decks and news digests
• improve copy through effective editing
• rewrite passages and synthesize information

Required materials
When Words Collide, by Lauren Kessler and Duncan McDonald, 6th edition or newer
The Associated Press Stylebook, 2007 edition or newer

Policies
Prerequisites: A “C” or better in MC 1313 and a passing score on the required grammar, spelling and 
punctuation test.
Attendance: Attendance will be determined by in-class assignments handed out in every class session. 
These assignments cannot be made up if you miss class or the part of class during which the assignment was 
distributed. Make-up assignments are not permitted and late work will not be accepted.
Academic honesty: The journalism and mass communication department commits itself to the preparation of 
ethical media professionals and scholars. Such a mission demands the highest standard of academic honesty and 
integrity. Violations of academic honesty, including but not limited to plagiarism, collusion, deception, conflict 
of interest and theft, are not tolerated and can lead to severe penalties. Disciplinary actions are outlined in the 
Student Handbook and are also described on the university’s Web site.
Disabilities: If you have a disability certified by ODS and need accommodation in this course, notify me 
immediately so accommodation can be provided promptly.
Dropping a course: You can drop this course by March 26 and receive an automatic W. 



Required readings
You are required to read each day’s assigned chapters and/or other materials before coming to class each day. 
This will prepare you to ask intelligent questions during lecture sessions and offer meaningful comments during 
discussions. It will also prepare you for pop quizzes.

Current events quizzes
We will have current events quizzes each week.  It is imperative that media professionals know what is 
happening in the world, from international events to local news.  You are not required to have subscriptions to 
any newspapers for this class, but you are required to keep up to date on the latest news.  
The current events quizzes are worth 10 points each and usually will be written quizzes but may also be 
administered as a class discussion with points assigned for your contributions.

Newspaper critiques
A significant part of an editor’s job is to read material written by others, looking not only for grammar and 
style errors, but also for missing information and awkward/confusing passages. The University Star offers us 
an excellent opportunity to be editors, even if it is after the paper is published. We will conduct critiques of 
the paper’s Thursday issue each week. You are required to read the newspaper before coming to class and be 
prepared to contribute to our discussion. Make notes of questions you have after reading a story, any mistakes 
you notice, as well as any particularly well-written passages or other positive comments. You will be required to 
lead the class discussion with a partner at least once, and a schedule will be handed out later in class.
Grades for newspaper critiques will be based on your contributions throughout the semester and figured into 
your participation grade at the end of the semester. Critique contributions are half of the participation grade.

AP presentations
Learning Associated Press style is a crucial part of this course. Associated Press style is used at almost every 
newspaper in the nation, as well as at many television and radio stations. Public relations and media relations 
representatives also often use Associated Press style. In order to help you learn AP style, you will work in 
groups to develop a presentation of your assigned chapters. Each presentation should include a brief “lecture” 
with PowerPoint slides (or other visual aid) that covers the most important entries. We will go over these entries 
in class before your presentation. Your lecture portion should include examples for the chosen entries, and be 
no more than 10 minutes. The presentation also should include some type of learning activity to reinforce what 
your classmates learned from your lecture. Activities in previous classes included bingo games and game show-
type contests, similar to Jeopardy and Family Feud. You will have up to 30 minutes for your entire presentation.
Grades for this assignment will be based on assessment from your group partners and the instructor. The AP 
presentations are worth 100 points.

Blog project
Many organizations — those in the media and beyond — engage consumers through blogs. For the second 
half of our class, each student will create a professional-looking blog on a news topic of his or her choosing 
(e.g technology, sports, local news) and make at least two posts each week. Weeks will begin when class ends 
on Mondays and end the following week when class starts. Posts cannot be made within 24 hours of each 
other. Each post should contain at least four complete sentences, giving some sort of an analysis or evaluation 
of a current topic relevant to your blog, and must link to another blog or Web site that contains information 
regarding your post. More details will be discussed later in class.
Each blog post is worth 10 points (for a total of 20 each week). Grades will be assigned based on the 
appropriateness of the post (news judgment) as well as correct grammar, punctuation, and AP style.

Participation
Half of your participation grade is based on your contributions during our weekly newspaper critiques. The 
remainder will be based on your participation in class discussions and activities. In short, come to class and 
make it a point to share your thoughts/comments.
The participation grade is 50 points.

Extra credit
Opportunities for extra credit will be discussed in class and available throughout the semester.



Tentative Course Schedule
(Assigned chapter numbers based on 6th edition)

 Jan. 26  Introductions, Collide: Parts of Speech and Sentences  (Ch. 3-5)

 Feb. 2  Collide: Agreement, Case, Passive voice and Punctuation (Ch. 6-9)

 Feb.9  Collide: Clarity, Style and Sense (Ch. 11-13); Review for grammar test

 Feb. 16 Grammar test; Discuss AP presentations — examples: A & B

 Feb. 23 AP presentations C-G; H-L; M-Q; R-V; W-Z and Sports

 March 2 Writing headlines and decks; Editing lab (test review)

 March 9 Grammar and AP test

 March 16 Spring break

 March 23  News judgment

 March 30 News judgment cont’d & Blog project

 April 6  Math for journalists; Blog posts 1 & 2 due

 April 13 News digests: Blog posts 3 & 4 due

 April 20 Rewrites; Blog posts 5 & 6 due

 April 27 Editing lab (final project review); Blog posts 7 & 8 due

 May 4  Final project; Blog posts 9 & 10 due

 

    Grading scale for final grades

  A      90-100

B      80-90

C      70-80

D      60-70

          F      59 or below


